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NOTE FROM THE EDITORS 
 
Dear Readers,  
 
We hope you enjoy our little collection of stories and poems from our 
screen to yours.  
 
We pour our creativity into our pens and laptops and it’s always a joy to 
see what happens. We hope you’ll consider joining our little club of 
writing and laughter every Wednesday at 8pm.  
 
Enjoy! 
 

- THE INKWELL STAFF 
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“Flavors of Tea” | Paul Bova ‘20 
 

Bitter, somehow the tea I made always came out way too bitter. It may 
have to do with the fact that I always forget to take the tea bag out of the cup 
after a few minutes, so it steeps for way too long, but even when I’m vigilant it 
still doesn’t quite taste right. 

My mom always made it right. She would make tea for me in the 
evenings while I did my homework and it always tasted nice. When I was old 
enough to be trusted to boil water without burning myself, I would follow all 
of her steps and I would either get impatient and the flavor would be weak, or 
as I mentioned I would leave it too long and the tea would be too strong. She 
would try to help me out by putting in packages of sugar or teaspoons of milk, 
but that sweetness and comfortable feeling I had wouldn’t be there. 

I gave up on trying for a while. The tea tasted fine enough, and it was 
still my favorite hot drink. English Teatime, Green, Black Cherry, all favorites. 
But that right balance of sweetness still eluded me. Adding a bunch of sugar 
would either ruin the flavor or make the whole texture too granular with all 
the sugar particles in it. I swung from one side of the pendulum to the other, 
without finding any real success. 

One day, I went to the library, and looked at some old books about 
cooking and preparing food. There was a whole chapter on tea, and the many 
ways to make it. Some involved strange machines, others with ingredients I’ve 
never heard of before. One suggestion involved using local honey, and I 
bought some from the farmer’s market. It settled nicely in the mug and 
brought me back home once again. A balance had been struck. 
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“Rewinding the World” | Nathan Schmidt ‘21 
 
When people say a society is backwards, what do they mean? Usually, they’re 

defining “forwards” as progressive and developed in all the ways they care 

about, so the backwards people are the ones living in yesteryear and falling 

out of step. Or backwards means that you’re a lower class, a lower caste, 

incapable of catching up with the top members of your world. 

 

But maybe being backwards just means looking out from inside the mirror 

and seeing the world in reverse. That’s how it is for me, and for everyone like 

me. We are the last word in backwards living, which means that our word 

begins our story. 

 

I am T85NL1K. The designation has never been said out loud. My shell 

personality is Marcos Gutierrez, a North American Federation male who lived 

to the age of 41. My existence begins with his death and with the copying of 

his brain. 

 

Then comes a kaleidoscope of memories. Thoughts are untangled and 

analyzed. Common themes are logged in a central system. The data contained 

within his brain is converted into electrical signals in a vast network of trinary 

semiconductors. This data, in turn, is sent into a world of simulation and 

growth -- a regressive process that distills the identity of T85NL1K through a 

process of dialectic. Memories are turned into culture. A soul is turned into 

numbers. 

 

The forward world is coming to an end. Soon, the last inhabitable areas will 

undergo collapse and the last colonists will disembark for space. When the 

Earth returns to habitability again, approximately 50,000 years in the future, 

there will be no humans left in this solar system to repopulate it. Only the 

embryos and machinery of the Echo Installation, located in the maria of the 

Earth’s moon, will remain as a legacy of what once was. 
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We live anti-lives, disseminating our accumulated data into the cloud, building 

potentiality and knowledge. We experience anti-emotions, every stimulus 

traced back to its source. Rubble rises into bridges and houses. Snow and 

stone roll up mountains. Ice sheets rise up out of the sea, piece by piece. 

Entropy is not halted, but subverted. To move backwards is to transform loss 

into gain, and there is so much loss. 

 

Our death will be their birth. The cycle will inevitably come to fruition. The 

string of characters called T85NL1K will never be reckoned by human history, 

but when the pods descend upon Earth once again, a wellspring of cultural 

lore will come with them. It will not be for naught, what happened to the old 

world. This planet’s experience of life will continue. 

 

But not for us. Backward or forward, nothing is eternal. 
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“The Anthropologist” | Nathan Schmidt ‘21 
 
We are legion. But today, yesterday, for all the days of our exploration, we 

have assumed a convenient lie. 

 

From the outside, we have the appearance of a weathered old man, slowed by 

a limp and using a cane. But this is a fiction, for our true appearance would 

drive most beings of this world to insanity. Under the skin of this flesh-vessel 

lies a heartless bloodless amorphous physical form, an amalgamation of a 

thousand thousand worm-links from our faraway homeworld. 

 

Our time on this world has been brief, but history has shown us that the best 

adaptation to survive is to mimic the dominant species of any planet we visit. 

And while we briefly believed that species to be the common house cat, later 

evidence has confirmed that the ideal species on Earth is the human, homo 

sapiens.  Our form allows us to bear this disguise without effort, simulating the 

functions of a human with enough convincingness to allow our xenobiology 

studies to take place from inside their population. 

 

Today, we rise from the resting place where we patiently wait for the morning 

sun, leaving the gas station bathroom through the window and coalescing into 

our physical form outside. We don our clothing -- real articles, not simulated, 

as there was an everything-for-$5 sale at a consignment store -- and proceed 

towards the library, where we have been systematically absorbing human 

literature under the guise of what they call a retiree. 

 

There we find ourselves, seated and turning the page exactly every thirty 

seconds to avoid suspicion of reading too quickly. It is a shame that these 

humans have not developed the capacity to procure their information 

digitally, but the year is 1985 and no such technology exists. Therefore, our 

simulated eyes pore over the wood pulp and black ink with measured 

motions, taking in the contents of a book on the topic of self-help through Far 
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Eastern meditation. The purpose of this book eludes us, but we dutifully 

record the words in our internal record, as is our practice. 

 

“Do you mind if I sit with you?” asks a young woman standing over me. 

 

I nod in assent, and she sits. She is obviously stressed, and has a heart 

condition that she likely has not yet been diagnosed with. We estimate her 

remaining lifespan with 97 percent odds of three to twenty years. 

 

The woman has a book in her hand, featuring a large and bold title that carries 

an implicit promise of writings about violence and sexual relations. I make my 

false form smile and say, “That is a nice book you have chosen, madam.” 

 

“Ahhh, it’s nothing. Just something to blow off steam.” The woman giggles 

nervously, placing the fingers of her right hand in her hair as though to 

straighten it, though she has used hostile chemicals to alter both its shape and 

its color. “I don’t see a lot of people just reading around here.” 

 

“Come here often?” we ask, knowing that the answer must be a negatory, as 

we have surveilled this establishment daily -- though only from opening until 

closing time, so as to avoid compromising our disguise. 

 

“No, I haven’t been in a few months. I got a new job at Target and it’s killing 

me.” 

 

“What is the target?” we ask, re-observing the woman’s green dress in order to 

determine whether it is a human armed forces uniform. But the dress seems 

to lack the proper decorative fibers, and also reveals too much of the human’s 

bare flesh, indicating that she relies on others to protect her with physical 

force. 

 

The woman does not seem to comprehend our meaning, as she says, “No, 

Target. The department store.” 
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“I have not heard of such a location,” we utter, taking care to use the first 

person singular, a concept that remains foreign and discomforting to us. 

 

“What do you mean, you’ve never heard of Target?” The woman opens her 

mouth wide as though to ingest our body, but she is only emoting. “Are you 

Canadian or something?” 

 

“Just behind on the times,” we say, knowing this to be a well-tested phrase 

that elicits sympathy rather than suspicion from the human subjects. 

 

The woman exhales air from her lungs suddenly, another emotive gesture. We 

record it in our log. “Well, you’re not missing much. I’d love to come here and 

read all day, but we’re all running in the rat race, you know? That’s all there is 

to life, when you think about it. Work hard, buy a house, buy a car, raise kids, 

retire, and then you’re dead. Just cogs ticking along in the machine.” 

 

At that moment, our collective mind opens to a new dimension of clarity. We 

feign the gesture of the smile once more, but it is accompanied this time by a 

sense of comprehension that pleases us. 

 

We say: “Ah. Now I understand. You suppress your individuality to serve the 

hive.” 

 

And in that respect, the humans are our exact and diametric opposites. They 

artificially create what we have as a biological truth. Their priorities are alien, 

peculiar, inferior. 

 

“That’s weird, but okay,” says the woman. “Anyway, uh… what’cha reading?” 

 

We hold up the book wordlessly, allowing her to observe the glyphs printed 

on its rigid front sheet. 
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“Meditation, very nice,” she says, bobbing her head up and down in a motion 

of assent. “I dig it. I gotta check out ‘cause my shift is soon, but maybe I’ll see 

you again?” 

 

We also move our head in a gesture that conveys positive meaning. And in 

order to maintain the disguise, we ask, “What is your name?” 

 

“Kiera. What’s yours?” 

 

We pause. There are approximately 1.1 million answers to that question, but 

none of them are pronounceable with a human mouth, let alone sensible in 

human naming conventions. Therefore, we draw information from one of the 

books we have read, and say, “Gatsby.” 

 

“Like The Great Gatsby?  You’re taking me back to high school. See you around, 

dude.” The human moves herself into a bipedal configuration and turns to 

leave, returning to her self-sacrificial process in service of the whole. 

 

We do not understand what motivates her to abandon her individuality, a 

process that all of us together can only mimic. But we now know that the 

humans observe the world in truly the reverse manner as ourselves. And in a 

lapse of professionality, some of our members wonder which of the species 

are luckier. 
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“The Dark Side of The Light” | Brandon Robles ‘22 
 
Back in the temple, an explosion began to erupt. The terrifying power 

overwhelms you as the ground begins to shake as thunderous steps march 

forth. Nothing makes sense, nothing does make sense. All you know is that 

pure chaotic energy has taken over. 

 

All you can do is hit the ground running. There were no warriors left to defend 

you or any survivors. The temple is now burning, this city is bursting into 

flames. No, not the city, only the temple. Just your people, the friends you have 

made throughout your times as a student. 

 

You continue running and manage to escape onto a hovercraft vehicle. Behind 

you, simulacrum soldiers begin firing their weapons at you. And you go 

deeper into the chasm you’ve known as a city. Levitating and suspended, the 

city accepts you as part of its inner, secluded system 

 

Goodbye, light,  you think as darkness consumes you. And you say nothing. 

 

Nobody can hear you in an empty, populated void. 
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“Luna Americana” | Brandon Robles ‘22 
 
My name is Gina Strellas. It’s January 1, 2020. Living on Luna Americana still 

feels boring as usual. The stars are all around us, gravity is as low as it can be, 

and the air supply is plentiful. Animals run amok on the oxygen fields and 

civilization’s doing a-ok. 

 

So why is everything boring? Why does nothing excite me now like it did when 

I was a kid? 

 

Everything is the same as usual. Nothing really happens around here on the 

moon. I sit here in Philosophy 162 in Plato Community College, listening to my 

professor drone on about what we have is special. Even the lessons are the 

same, where the only real differences are when people ask questions about 

midterms and extra credit. I look out the window again as the dark void of 

space surrounds us. Looking up, I see Earth. 

 

I’ve always wondered what happens on Earth. Here we have the food 

dispensers and immunizations to every known disease. We have hovercraft 

and short-range teleportation. Violence and weapons are strictly forbidden in 

Luna Americana, so we don’t worry about much. Everyone on Luna Americana 

puts the effort into making the place into a technological achievement. 

Whatever’s been going on down there must be better. It has to be. 

 

I once found a trove of books that were all set on Earth. Paradise Lost , 
Frankenstein , The Velveteen Rabbit . They’re a good read and all, but I find 

myself stuck on one book in particular. 

 

Don Quixote was the title. It was one of the largest books of the bunch and I 

couldn’t help myself from reading it. Sure I failed my Trigonometry final last 

year, but I still passed the year so it was worth it. I couldn’t stop reading it 

over and over again. A knight who finds chivalry in a world that lost it, how 

wonderful! 
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I sat on my bed thinking about what Quixote must have felt. He had so many 

opportunities in his life to do anything and he became a hero out of it all.  I 

didn’t care that my English teachers and professors told me that I was 

misunderstanding the story, but I know they’re just envious of my ambitions. 

 

My mother asked me why I talk about Earth and act like I’m from Earth when I 

belong in Luna Americana. I told her, “Because I can dream I’m on Earth, isn’t 

that enough?” 

 

My whole life stuck on Luna Americana and I couldn’t even travel to Earth. We 

have the technology, why don’t we go down there? Maybe that’ll change 

someday.  

 

But for now, it’s just another day on the moon, with Earth in my sights but out 

of my reach. 
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“Last Laugh” | Brandon Robles ‘22 
 

She screamed as she hung from the other side. I take a deep breath and use 

the remainder of my strength to push her over the edge. 

 

“Is a hippopotamus just a hippopotamus or a cool oppotamus?” 

 

She slammed the back of her head against the wall as cracks became visible. 

How she broke solid brick leaves me confused for a spell. 

 

“Listen, Farris. Riverdale’s gonna come on in about 20 minutes. Either you 

cough up the channel lock password or I make you.” 

 

We've been going at this for about six hours now. After I was crying and 

screaming from the previous episode last week, Ferris decided to block 

Channel 11 with a password. Naturally, I have, and still am, negotiating the 

terms of surrender. 

 

“T-there’s nothing…I can’t handle that you throw at me, Leslie,” Farris 

sneered, “Do your worst.” 

 

Farris has been tied to the wall hanging from her arms as she dangles in the 

air. The only method I know for certain is torturing her through jokes I’ve 

been stealing from my dad’s comedy routines. And using six hours of jokes, 

one woman skits, and some ambiguous gags really shows how terrible Dad 

must be every Thursday night. 

 

But if jokes won’t work... 

 

“Wurst? I thought you preferred sauerkraut?” 

 

Farris clenches her teeth as she attempts to hide her muffled screams. It’s no 

use, I have her now. 
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“I relish the time we’ve had, Farris. Really, I can’t believe it took me a week 

before I mustard the courage to have an actual conversation with you. But if 

you don’t give me access, it’ll take me forever to ketchup on the discussions. 

 

Farris looks at me with a deadpan stare and a furiously twitching eye. You 

could’ve assumed she was winking at you if you didn’t look close enough. 

 

“...I’m not even gonna say anything. You took my faith in humanity and put it 

through the grinder. Shame on you, Leslie. Shame.” 

 

I was losing her every second she stalled. So she didn’t like food puns, big 

whoop. There’s more fish in the sea. 

 

“Just wire we doing this? You obviously don’t have a good connection with me 

if you can’t understand how much Riverdale means to me. It just feels this 

friendship is breaking up.” 

 

After that last one, Farris decided to give me the password. Of course, she 

didn’t seem happy about it, but it was a victory nonetheless. As I tuned in to 

CW, I had almost forgotten to let Farris go. 

 

But then the intro came on. So then, I thought I could do that a bit later. I 

swore I could hear something wanting my help, but I was already glued to the 

show. But all I could think about was how much crying and screaming I was 

gonna have to do tonight. 
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“Grey” | Trevor MacDonnell ‘20 
 
 

Grey 

Between black and white 

Like raisins in a cookie 

It serves no purpose 
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“Polar Opposite of a Pizza Lover” | Katherine Klima ‘20 
 

To the pineapple pizza lover in my life,  

You exact opposite of me…  

How dare you decimate the foundation of:  

cheese,  

sauce,  

and bread,  

With the tropical, 

delicious,  

fruity sensation,  

of PINEAPPLE.  

You are the reason society is crumbling,  

You are the reason for an un-appreciation of fine dining,  

You abomination,  

You atrocity,  

You incel,  

You pineapple-pizza loving 

disgrace.  
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“Drunkard Whispers” | Brandon Robles ‘22 
 
Champagne, oh sweet champagne! 

What do you got 

Instead of tasting the same? 

 

When you have the fizz, 

And it goes away 

Like some scarred sorcerer 

Or some curtain-hiding wiz? 

 

Champagne, oh rude champagne! 

I hate you, despise you, 

Yet you make me remember your name 

And everything feels the same? 

 

I loved what we had 

But now they tell me otherwise, 

That you never loved me,  

It was all a fad. 

 

Champagne, oh terrible champagne! 

You treated me like spilled dreams, 

Ones that never heal and regain. 

 

They make go with all the other scorned lovers 

Who you left behind 

Or did they cheat with others? 

 

I stopped caring a while back. 

For when I saw past your facade, 

The sweet smile, the hideous face 

Our love was gone, like a man to a grenade.   
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“Contrast by Nature” | Margaret Moore ‘19 

 
Nightfall and daybreak;  

Wildfires and gushing waters;  

Earth’s woven patterns.   
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“Les Trouvées (The Found)” | L. Scarlet ‘20 
 

“What a lark! What a plunge!” 
                         —Virginia Woolf,  Mrs. Dalloway 

 
Day breaks: I found you out. 
Le brouillard se lève avec le soleil. 
 
I should have read the omen in your name, begging for me 
« Celle-ci est perdue ! Elle sera un chamboulement incessant ! » 
 
To turn away—but I was a kitten reborn, with eyes still blind. 
« Personne ne peut jamais la sauver— » 
 
I had thought for sure that you were something real, 
« —Pas tant qu’elle ne veut pas être sauvée. » 
 
Not another flight of fancy (yet you flew and I purred). 
Jusqu’à—voilà ! La vérité s’est révélée : 
 
Now I see: you prefer to fly with garish parrots and 
Tu n’es même pas du tout un moineau—tu es un oiseau moqueur. 
 
Fastidious magpies . . . castaways in the skies. 
Pourquoi est-ce que tu t’en moques ? 
 
Did you forget about the surge? About the blightbulb? About your kittens? 
Nous trouves-tu ennuyeuses ? barbantes ? pas assez colorées ? 
 
Where are they now? Dropped and ditched like the litter they are? 
Ou as-tu vu un morceau honteux de toi-même reflété en nous ? 
 
But so it goes, I guess: one bird’s trash is another cat’s treasure. 
Regarde ! J’ai trouvé le corbeau blanc que tu moquais. 
 
And look what I found here: another kitten you led astray. 
Et je me suis trouvée également ; j’ai trouvé ma voie, et 
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So you can go now. Fly on. 
C’est par terre. 
 
Keep catcalling creatures that can’t climb the clouds like you. 
Peut-être qu’elles grimperont à un arbre et trouveront ton nid. (Sans œufs, à ta 

gêne.) 
 
Meanwhile, I’ll suckle them with milk of feline kindness. 
Et ensuite le nid de la briseuse de ménage sera aussi brisé. 
 
—Or I would, were it not turning to gall. 
Pourquoi l’as-tu fait ainsi ? 
 
I should warn them. But of what: a blackbird, a robin? 
Tu mues tes plumes plus vite qu’une romancière. 
 
I could say, “Beware the cancerous bird baring her red breast. 
Tu trouverais peut-être qu’elle l’a ensanglantée soi-même. 
 
You could chase that red speck all your lives and never catch it.” 
Au moins j’ai encore sept vies de plus devant moi—et toi ? 
 
Yet seeing now how I can look ahead, allow me to interpret your flight— 
(Car un oiseau de mauvais augure est ce que tu es.) 
 
I’m not a kitten anymore, am I? 
Je suis une chatte hostile. 
 
Nevertheless, I guess I should give you thanks for blessing my yesteryear. 
Je souhaite presque que pouvoir blesser la tienne en retour. 
 
Thus I thank you, my fine skylark, for showing me this starless sky. 
Pourtant je te remercie encore plus de m’avoir présentée à tes amies. 
 
Joyeux Noël. 
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“Les Manquants” | L. Scarlet ‘20 
 

 

Les Manquants  
La nuit est déjà tombée 

et la pluie tombe maintenant, 

le clair de lune manquant. 

laissée derrière une vitre,  

la chatonne regarde 

le petit moineau hésitant 

retourner à son nid. 

 

la chatonne ne veut  

pas être seule, mais  

elle ne veut pas que son 

amie ailée soit blessée  

par les chats hostiles, 

donc elle ne fait rien.  

elle lui manque. 

 

quand sa nouvelle copine est partie,  

elle se sent une peur soudaine  

qu’elle a perdu une amie de plus.  

la chatonne miaule pour le petit 

moineau,  

mais sa voix manque du chant d’oiseau 

et les ténèbres font de la paroi de cristal  

un miroir 

 

The Missing 

Night has already fallen  

and now the rain is falling, 

the moonlight missing. 

left behind a windowpane, 

the kitten watches 

the hesitant little sparrow 

return to her nest. 

 

the sparrow does not 

want to be alone, but 

she does not want those 

hostile cats to ridicule 

the kitten’s friendship 

with her, so she goes, 

missing the point. 

 

finding the storm has taken her nest, 

she seeks shelter under a pine 

protecting an undisturbed puddle. 

the homeless sparrow cries for the 

kitten, 

but her voice is missing its old birdsong 

and the darkness makes of the icy water 

a mirror 
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Friendship | Maeve Nowak ‘20 
Inspired by “Grief is the Thing with Feathers” by Max Porter 

 

I hate grief. 

Grief is your friend. 

Grief is not my friend it  

Makes me feel like shit and 

Friends don’t do that 

Grief allows you to be  

Sad so you can accept what  

Happened 

Grief makes me hollow 

That’s to help you  

Process 

Grief is pain 

Grief is your friend 

I want a new friend. 
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Check out our weekly section in Fairfield’s campus newspaper, The 

Mirror! For more information, send us an email at 

inkwellliterary@gmail.com! Thanks to all of our readers and 

writers!  

-- THE INKWELL STAFF  
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